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MIDSHIRES MARKSMEN 

LEAGUE HFT PISTOL RULES 

Rules for in house HFT Pistol League (updated Jan 2016) 

The rules will generally follow UKHFT Pistol Rules with some departures in line with range 
limitations. 

Any non BB sub 6ft/lb., single or multi shot pistol of any airgun calibre may be used for the 
competition. TAC airguns are permitted with the appropriate FAC licence. 

Classes: 

There shall be one pistol class only in this competition. Pistols fitted with open, dioptre, 
red dot or scoped sights will all be scored together. 

 Pistols fitted with laser sights or shoulder stocks will be refused entry to the competition. 

Range Safety 

All pistols must be carried to the firing line unloaded and un-cocked in a pistol case or bag; 
holsters may not be used at any time. 

Pistols must only be removed from the case when actually shooting the course or when 
shooting on the zeroing range. Pistols must only be sighted, loaded or discharged over the 
designated firing line. 

Pistols must be un-cocked, unloaded and encased when moving between lanes or not in 
use. 

Multi shot magazines must be removed after each lane and must not be reloaded and 
refitted until ready to shoot on the next lane. 

A buddy marshalling/scoring system will be operated so it is the responsibility of each 
competitor to visibly check each other’s gun safety. Failure to comply may result in 
disqualification from the event. 

Course of Fire 

Each course will consist of 10 or 15 knock over style, string re-settable targets (1 target per 
lane) set out at distances from 8 yards to 25 yards. 

Instead of traditional UKHFT pegs which the shooter must be touching, a conventional 
roped or taped firing line shall be used. 

No part of the shooters body shall be over the line except for the shooting and supporting 
arms. 

A bench will be set at each lane to allow the shooter and his/her buddy to place their cased 
pistol, pellets etc. 
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The course will consist of 50% straight armed double handed shots* (single handed 
optional) and 50% positional shots as follows:   

 1.   20%  One Handed, straight armed, standing unsupported.                                                                                                                     

 2.   20%  Kneeling or Standing Freestyle    see a. and b. below 

 a. Kneeling Freestyle: There shall be only 3 points of contact with the ground (2Feet and 
1Knee) A bean bag may be used but must be placed under the knee only and the rear foot 
shall be upright and straight behind the Knee. 

  b. Standing Freestyle: The competitor may wish to shoot double or single handed and may 
also use an over arm or rifle stance, at no time allowing the elbows or pistol to touch any 
part of the torso or head. 

  3.  10%   Supported:  An object such as a post or bench will be used to allow the shooter to 
grip the post with the non-shooting hand and rest the pistol on the arm, wrist or hand with 
the shooting hand. A bench rested bag from a standing position is also permitted. 

*The supporting arm may be slightly bent to help steady aim. 

Lane Options 

1. There shall be 1 circuit of a 10 lane course allowing 3 shots per lane with a maximum 
possible score of 60. 

2. There shall be 1 circuit of a 15 lane course allowing 2 shots per lane with a maximum 
possible score of 60. 

Scoring 

Each hit on the faceplate will score 1 point, each knockdown will score 2 points and each 
miss will score zero. 

All scorecards must be scored and signed by a competitor’s shooting partner. 

No alterations to the pistol, stock, sights or scope can be made once the first target is 
sighted. 

Upon completion of the course the competitors will remove magazines if applicable, place 
unloaded pistols in bag or case and leave the firing line. 

Score cards will be handed on the day to the person responsible for compiling the results. 

Magazines should be empty of pellets before leaving the premises. 

 

The scorer’s decision is final unless valid complaint is lodged. In which case, two club 
members plus the scorer shall decide the outcome. 

 

  


